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Step 1. Bank accounts:- Is it possible to my Govt. to open the bank accounts of each student studying from 

first standard?     Ans:- Yes……….…… 

(open the bank accounts with zero balance in beginning) 

Step 2. Aaddhhar:- Is it possible to my Govt. to give the Aaddhhar Id Facility  to each student from first 

standard ?  Ans:_-  Yes………..…… 

Step 3. Voting Right:- Is it possible to my Govt. to  give the Voting right to all students from first standard ( 

above 5 years age)   Ans:- Yes…………… 

If  answer is – No, then why in my nation the evidence of child is considered more strong in law and order? and 

I do have one more question that if voting right depends on age , then let us take the example of  president of the 

India and assume that he/she  is from every village, then whom he/she will vote? In my View , my all new C. B. 

I. Officers (all students from first standard)  can decide it far better. And because of this all govt., political 

parties/persons will love to all C.B.I. officers (all students) and will interact with them to solve the problems of 

nation and nation will get new innovative ideas , also it makes law and order more smooth.  Unnecessary there 

is a fear between students and political peoples, which neither any political person wants nor any student. Also 

there is a big misunderstanding among the peoples/students about who is govt.? Because of voting rights to the 

students, from childhood every student will accept that he/ she is the govt. ultimately it makes more happy, non 

corrupt and real democratic nation. 

Step 4. C. B. I. officers:- Is it possible to my Govt. to openly declare that all students from first standard as 

C.B.I. officers and pay for them every month to their bank accounts. Ans:-   Yes…..………… 

Thinking of Corruption will stop from childhood. 

As there may not be unnecessary fear between students and political peoples, which neither any political person 

wants nor any student, this unwanted fear will automatically stop.  And parents will also not unnecessarily 

worry about the futures of their wards/ nation.  

And because of this real pillars of my nation will become stronger. 

Step 5.  Funds:- Is it possible to my govt. to generate and Utilize the funds more effectively  for one and all in 

my India by paying monthly on regular basis to my new Citizens, C.B.I. officers(all students from first standard 

)?,  Ans:- Yes……….……. 

Then funds can be generated by increasing tax at drastic rate on unwanted things and at the same time openly 

declare that my govt. is going to ban the use and storage of these unwanted things, such as gold, diamond, silver 

etc. etc. except sentimental things like mangalsutra etc.(every day Tax should be increased by 1%.)  

Also Indian Military May be made alert of this thing.   

Because of this decision in first phase peoples will start to sell the gold, diamond, etc.  i. e. unwanted things.  

( after one year) In second phase Indian military will collect the gold , silver , diamond etc from people without 

paying any money. (except sentimental things like mangalsutra etc.) And will Submit/ deposit   to government. 

 In third and fourth phase collection and deposition of gold, diamond etc may be along with mild and heavy 

punishment. 

There are so many reasons and views to generate the funds and from these funds payment of the new  C.B. I. 

officers (all students from first standard) can be made. So that all human resources can be used more 

effectively. (e.g. Humans are working very hard and at the end of day they are wasting their money in such 

unwanted things ). 

Abstract: The India, Real democratic India, Non corrupt India, Happy India can be made more powerful by 

adopting following steps. Following steps are interconnected so, if these steps are implemented at a time and 

as an earliest then it is very effective. 
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So by this small principle we can generate the sufficient funds, and whole Indian military could not able to lift 

that much of funds can be made available by such simple principle, and can be saved and Utilized more 

effectively. Also human recourse can be effectively used for their development and National development. 

Step 6. Elections:- Is it possible to my govt. to conduct the elections every year? (Election period can be 

reduced gradually to one year.)  Ans :- Yes…………… 

Is it possible? Ans:- Yes……………. 

Step 7. Political Parties: - In my democratic country there are so many political parties. Now I do have one 

question that who is ruling in my democratic country. In my view directly/ indirectly political parties are ruling 

in my democratic country. To achieve real democracy it is necessary that either there should be only one 

political party or it is necessary that make political parties equal to population, I mean demolish all political 

parties. So that everyone is political party and government. Why is it so? Because every political party is facing 

the problems of deserving candidates, indirectly nation is facing the problem of deserving candidates.by 

demolishing all political parties or making one man – one political party automatically deserving candidates will 

come up and nation will not get the problem of deserving political leaders. And the purpose of real democracy 

will achieve. 

Step 8. Voting system: - I do have big question that how much current voting system is feasible to achieve the 

real democracy. If we ask this question to our president (president of India), In my view the answer is not more 

than 10% . 

As all political parties are facing the problem of deserving candidates and even because of current voting 

system, the % of voting is also less.  

The voting system should be like positive and negative points basis. Say maximum 10 positive points and 

maximum 10 negative points can be vote to the candidates who have applied for particular post. Every person 

can decide the suitability of candidates for particular post in points. (+10, +9,+8,+….,0,-1,-2,-3,..-10) 

At last candidate who gets maximum positive points can declare as elected for that particular post for one year. 

This is very easy because of technology. 

Also it creates lot of awareness in people about the democratic nation (above five years old citizens/childhood) 

Also, the election should not be conducted on only one day but sufficient time should be given to study and 

vote, say one month. And voting should be made mandatory. 

 Step 9:- One step action:-The ministry should not be formed from elected candidates in steps but it should be 

in one step. At the time of filling forms itself candidates have to decide that for which post he wants to 

apply.(one candidate can give maximum three options) 

Step 10:- Population:-Human resource plays very important role and now it is possible for my country and it’s 

a need to increase the population. 

All above steps are interconnected, so to get its more effect, apply it at a time and as an earliest. 

*Also if this is adopted by other nations then very soon world will go towards love and peace. 

SALIENT FEATURES AND COCLUSION 

1. Real pillars of my nation will become stronger. 

2. Real democratic country. 

3. Utilization of funds in proper direction. 

4. Utilization of human resource in proper direction. 

5. Smooth law and order. 

6. No corruption. 

7. Love and peace. 

8. Happy India and Happy world. 


